INVITATION TO MEDIATORS WHO HAVE SPECIAL KNOWLEDGE IN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY MEDIATION

Intellectual Property Office invites interested mediators who have mediation licenses issued by the Ministry of Justice as well as special knowledge in intellectual property mediation to apply. On the basis of these applications, till the end of 2018, list of intellectual property mediators shall be formed.

Interested experts can prove special knowledge in intellectual property mediation by a certificate from seminars or events organized by the Arbitration and Mediation Center of the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO ADR Center).

Examples of such seminars can be seen at the following pages: https://welc.wipo.int/acc/index.jsf?page=courseCatalog.xhtml&lang=en&cc=DL317E#plus_DL317E and http://www.wipo.int/amc/en/events/.

Applications can be sent to Tatjana Stevanovic (tstevanovic@zis.gov.rs; 2025951) who is also available for further clarifications.